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Assignment #7: Static Type Checking

Note: Your solution must be submitted in files named as follows and with the specified “pri-
mary” functions.

Your file must use the provided exceptions.sml file (which already uses ast.sml). Submit all files used in
your solution (including these two files).

File Name Primary Function

typechecker.sml typecheck

Overview

Educational Goals

• Static Type Checking

Overview
This project requires that you implement static type checking for the language with functions/closures from

Assignment #5.
Though this process is very similar to evaluation (as discussed in lecture), it is recommended that you start

from scratch instead of trying to adapt your evaluator. Doing so can lead to a much simpler implementation.
You can leave your evaluator unchanged; it will not be used in this assignment.

Instead, you should examine the ast.sml file and the type judgements discussed in lecture. Your type checker
will consist of a set of function to “check” each part of the AST. Since the AST is composed of five main pieces (a
program, declarations, function declarations, statements, and expressions) you will likely have a corresponding
number of functions.

The primary function, typecheck, will take a value of type program and return the unit value. If a type
error is detected, then an exception must be raised. You will find that the majority of the exceptions are as used
before.

Informal Type Rule Overview
The following presents the type rules informally. This is to aid in readability and you gain comfort with the

type judgements, but also to emphasize the link between the formal and the informal.

Types and Declarations

• There are four base types: none, bool, int, and string.

• Function types are denoted by their parameter types and their return type.

• A variable (by declaration or parameter) has the type annotating the declaration.

• Each function declaration should add a binding to the type environment and, after all such declarations
are made, initiate type checking of the function body.

• A variable must be declared before use. Raise an UndeclaredVariableException with the name of the
identifer if an undeclared variable is used.

• It is an error to redeclare a variable within the same scope. Raise a VariableRedeclarationException

with the name of the identifier if a variable is redeclared.

Expressions

• A variable may only be assigned a value matching its declared type. Raise an AssignmentTypeException

with the offending types as strings if the types differ.

• Equality operators may be applied to values of any type, but both operands must be of the same type.
Equality operators evaluate to the bool type. If the operand types differ, raise an EqualityTypeException

with the operator and with the offending types as strings.
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• In general, arithmetic operators require operands of the int type and evaluate to the int type. If the
operands are not of the appropriate types, then raise an ArithmeticException with the operator and
with the offending types as strings.

• The addition operator, however, also allows operands of string type resulting in the string type. If the
operands are not of the appropriate types, then raise an AddException with the operator and with the
offending types as strings.

• Relational operators require operands of the int type and evaluate to the bool type. If the operands are
not of the appropriate types, then raise a RelationalException with the operator and with the offending
types as strings.

• Boolean operators require operands of the bool type and evaluate to the bool type. If the operands are
not of the appropriate types, then raise a BooleanException with the operator and with the offending
types as strings.

• The ! operator requires a bool type and evaluates to a bool type. If the operand is not of the appropriate
type, then raise a UnaryNotException with the offending type as a string.

• The - operator requires a int type and evaluates to a int type. If the operand is not of the appropriate
type, then raise a UnaryMinusException with the offending type as a string.

• The conditional expression requires a bool guard and that both the “then” and “else” expression are of the
same type (which is the resulting type of the conditional expression). If the guard is not of the appropriate
type, then raise a ConditionalException with the offending type as a string. If the types of the branches
do not match, then raise a ConditionalTypeException with the offending types as strings.

• A call expression requires a function type with argument types matching the function domain. The call
expression evaluates to the return type of the function. If the function expression is not of a function
type, then raise a NonFunctionException with the offending type as a string. If an argument is of a type
that differs from the corresponding parameter type, then raise an ArgumentException with the offending
types. If there are too few or too many arguments, then raise either CallTooFewArgumentsException or
CallTooManyArgumentsException as appropriate.

• An anonymous function expression should initiate type checking of the function body and evaluate to a
function type.

Statements

• A print statement accepts any type of value as long as the expression itself is valid.

• An if statement requires a valid guard of type bool and requires that its branches satisfy the type checker.
If the guard is not of boolean type, then raise an IfGuardException with the offending type as a string.

• A while statement requires a valid guard of type bool and requires that its branches satisfy the type
checker. If the guard is not of boolean type, then raise an WhileGuardException with the offending type
as a string.

• A return statement must return a value of type consistent with the declared return type of the function in
which the statement appears. If the return statement lacks an expression, then the statement is considered
to return a value of type none. If the type of value being returned does not match the function’s declared
return type, then raise a ReturnTypeException with the offending types as strings. If a return statement
appears outside of a function, then raise a ReturnOutsideFunctionException.

Return Path Checking
Even with the prior parts implemented, there is still a hole in the type system. The static type checker will

verify that a return statement evaluates an expression of type appropriate for the function, but it does not verify
that a return actually appears within the function (or, more importantly, that such a return will be executed).
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For this part, your type checker must verify that the last statement in the body of a function is a return

statement, but only when that function is declared to have a non-none return type. Note that this check is for a
return statement literally at the end of the list of statements that make up the body of the function, not a check
that the last statement executed is a return.

This requirement is, admittedly, much more conservative than we would want as a user of the lanaguage.
But it is a perfectly reasonable compromise to complete this project.

If the last statement within the body of a function is not a return statement, then raise a ReturnPathException
exception.

Notes

• Your program will be exercised by some shell scripts, which will be provided.

• Grading will be divided as follows.

Part Percentage

Static Type Checking 90
Return Path Checking 10

• Get started now to avoid the last minute rush.


